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An opto-mechanical engineer is not just providing a holder or mount for optical components. Improperly mounting can cause stresses or
distortions for component surfaces and degrade system performance under operating environment conditions. Shanghai Optics has
more than 55 years of experience in designing and manufacturing opto-mechanical products. We offer cost-effective solutions and fast
delivery services for our customers. Our engineering design experience and streamlined production methods help us create optimum
design and production processes. Comparing with other optical manufacturers, w Opto Engineering is your partner for machine vision
applications with laboratories equipped to perform feasibility studies all over the world. Tagged: applications, Automation, Automotive
industry, inspection, Pharmaceutical industry. Posted in: EXE.Â Opto Engineering has been organizing training courses for its
customers for years, to share know-how and experience. We have collected material, prepared presentations and now is time to share
them with you! Tagged: Training courses. 30+ days ago - req13879. Opto-Mechanical Production Engineer (1st shift) @ ASML.
Manufacturing. Apply now.Â Job Mission. This position is for a Senior Electrical Engineer with innovative attitude to work in
Manufacturing Test Engineering. Candidate will work with development engineers to implement comprehensive production test that
incorporates a high level of performance verification and troubleshooting diagnostics. ASML is a world leader in the manufacture of
advanced technology systems for the semiconductor industry.ASMLâ€™s corporate headquarters is in Veldhoven, the Netherlands.

